The Design of Optimal Uniform Filter Banks with Specified Composite Response
Abstract-In this paper we prove that for suitable design specifications and a wide class of optimization criteria, the optimal complex filter bank with specifications on its composite response is composed of frequency translated versions of a prototype filter. In particular, this holds for the min-max and WMMSE (weighted minimum mean square error) criteria. As a result, a simplified design problem whose solution is an optimal prototype filter is formulated. This prototype is essentially an optimal FIR low-pass filter subject to linear constraints on its impulse response.
For the WMMSE criterion, this characterization of the optimal filter hank results in a simplified version of the design method presented in [l] . For the min-max criterion, this characterization implies that there exists an optimal window, by which the window design method results in the optimal low-pass prototype. The optimal window design problem is formulated as a linear programming problem, and an approximate solution is derived using the Remez exchange algorithm.
For real filter banks in which each filter is composed of a pair of complex filters, the optimal filter bank is no longer composed of frequency translated versions of prototype filter. However, for efficient implementation, the prototype translation property may be part of the design specifications. For this reason, the optimal WMMSE prototype for a class of real filter banks is derived as well.
I
I. INTRODUCTION N many applications, digital filter banks with specified composite response (usually flat, or having bandpass characteristics) are required. For example, filter banks are used in analyzing speech signals for speech recognition applications [2]. The flat composite response guarantees that the sum of the outputs of all the filters in the bank restores the original input signal so that no signal component is misrepresented.
The conventional filter banks in these applications are composed of filters that are FIR (finite impulse response) digital filters with linear phase, and either real or complex coefficients. Either the Remez exchange method for the design of optimal min-max FIR filters [4], or the statistical approach for the design of optimal Wiener FIR filters [SI, can be used to design each filter independently of the other filters in the filter bank. However, direct application of these methods typically results in a poor composite re- The design of a filter bank with specified composite response and minimal weighted mean square error was presented in [l] . The design of a filter bank, with specified composite response and minimal weighted L , error, involves linear programming techniques similar to the one presented in [7] . In both cases, the number of variables, which is equal to the overall number of filter coefficients in the filter bank, can be well over 1000. This rules out the feasibility of the optimal L , design method for many applications, and the optimal WMMSE design in [l] may also become quite complex.
The window method for the design of filter banks with specified composite response 181 is very popular due to its simplicity. However, longer filters are needed to meet the frequency response specifications, as compared to the min-max design [9], thus, this method is not optimal.
In the above discussion we assumed that the different filters in the filter bank are independent FIR filters. Therefore, implementation of a filter bank consisting of N FIR filters, each of them of length M , demands NM multiplications per input sample. However, if these FIR filters are frequency translated versions of a prototype filter, then an efficient implementation using the FFT algorithm requires only on the order of N log N + A4 multiplications per input sample [3]. This is, the main reason that many of the digital filter banks used in practice are composed of frequency translated versions of a prototype filter, and they will be denoted in the sequel as prototype translated filter banks (PTFB).
In the next section we define the class of complex uniform design problems (CUDP) for which we prove that the optimal filter bank with specific composite response is a PTFB. As a result, an equivalent, simpler design problem whose solution is the optimal prototype filter is formulated. The optimal prototype filter is the optimal FIR low-pass filter (LPF) subject to linear constraints on its impulse response.
Section I11 presents the simpZiJed version of the optimal WMMSE design method of [l] for the CUDP (i.e. , the design of the optimal prototype LPF), and the issue of computational complexity is elaborated, whereas Section IV presents the design of the optimal min-max prototype for the CUDP. response specification, it is shown that the linear programming design method, presented in [lo] for different applications, is also suitable for the design of this prototype filter. However, the high complexity of the linear programming techniques limits the feasibility of this method to the design of filters with less than 100 coefficients [7] . Therefore, in Section V, it is shown that the design of the optimal min-max prototype for the CUDP when a flat composite response is specified can be done by the window method. This in itself does not lead to a significant reduction in the design complexity, since the optimal window has to be designed using linear programming techniques. However, based on the performance analysis of the window method for FIR design in [l 11, we present a much simpler method for designing a window which approximates the desired optimal window. This approximation uses the Remez exchange algorithm, and the design problem is restated so that the solution is obtained via an available design program 1141. The approximate optimal window (AOW) design leads to superior (in the min-max sense) prototype filters than those obtained by other suboptimal methods [SI, [ 121 as is demonstrated via a design example. For filters of short length, the AOW design is compared to the optimal solution, and results in a small degradation in performance. However, the complexity of the AOW design method is relatively very low compared to the optimal min-max design. Thus, the AOW is applicable to the design of prototype filters of length of even several hundred taps.
In many applications real outputs are desired, and it cannot be obtained by a PTFB. Thus, usually proper pairs of filters in the PTFB are added together yielding real outputs, with an efficient implementation. However, unlike the case of CUDP, in general, this type of filter banks is not optimal, and thus it degrades the performance as compared to the optimal realjilter bank having the same specifications. Nevertheless, in order to take advantage of the efficient implementation, this realization is frequently imposed as part of the design specifications. Therefore, we derive in Section VI the optimal WMMSE prototype for this case.
Conclusions are drawn in the last section.
11. THE OPTIMALITY OF PROTOTYPE TRANSLATED FILTER BANKS FOR COMPLEX UNIFORM DESIGN PROBLEMS We begin with introducing the complex uniform design problems (CUDP) in a general framework, which enables a unified treatment for both the WMMSE and the minmax criteria. We then prove that for any CUDP, at least one optimal solution is a PTFB, and as a consequence formulate an equivalent, simpler design problem.
A. Complex Uniform Design Problems
A) The filter bank is composed of N individual digital filters. The ith filter is an FIR filter with M complex coef- (1) Remark: For ease of presentation we use a noncasual version of the filter bank, casuality can be obtained by a proper delay.
B) The desired frequency response of the ith filter is denoted by Di ( f ) , i = 1, * , N . The frequency weighted error between this desired frequency response and the frequency response of the corresponding filter is
where W i ( f ) 2 0 is a weight function which is nonzero on a set of positive measure. Thus, the ith filter response error is defined as a suitable norm (denoted by 11 11 ) of the periodic function Ei ( f ), i.e., ai L2 1 1 Ei ( f ) 11.
( 3 ) For example, in the WMMSE design the L , norm is used, whereas in the min-max design the L, norm is used.
C) The composite response of the filter bank [denoted by H, ( f ) ] is the sum of the responses of all N filters,
The composite response error is defined as 6,
where with D,( f ) being the desired composite response, and W,( f ) 2 0 the composite response weight function which is nonzero on a set of positive measure. For example, a flat composite response is specified by D,( f ) = 1. D) The overall performance of the filter bank is measured by a seminorm (denoted by I ) )) ), which takes into account the response errors of all the filters. Let 6 E Wy be the vector, whose ith component is &-t he error of the ith filter, then the overall error is defined as
where 11 /IT is defined on RT, the space of N-dimensional real vectors with nonnegative components, and an increase in the errors of some of the individual filters never decreases the overall error, i.e., for every 8, A6 E Ry, 1) 6 -I-A8 )IT 2 11 6 ]IT.
E) The design of an optimal filter bank with a specified composite response is the solution of the following constrained optimization problem:
where q is the allowed tolerance of the composite response error. The existence of a solution (not necessarily { a i k J~=~, k = -L l~c~~ a unique one) to this design problem for large enough 1 was shown elsewhere [ 161, DeJnition: A complex uniform design problem (CUDP) is characterized by ; i = l , . . * , N (7a) 11 8("/ = 11 8 11 T ; for any 6 E RI: ( 7 4 for any functionA(f) and
b) The coefficients of the PTFB filters are obtained from the optimal prototype filter [the solution of (8)
(9)
The proof is given to the Appendix.
Remarks:
1) Since A in the PTFB and CUDP definitions is arbitrary, its value can always be chosen so that the prototype filter is a low-pass filter.
2) For even length CUDP a similar equivalent problem can be derived, where only (8b) is properly modified. We omit the details here for simplicity of the presentation.
3) Since ) I \IT does not aflect the equivalent problem,
which are real even functions, and I( A ( ) 11 = I( A* ( * ) 11
= 11 A* ( -* ) 11, for every periodic function A ( ), it can be shown (cf. [16] ) that the optimal prototype filter has zero phase and real coefficients, i.e., aok = aok = ao(-k).
* Therefore, the delayed-by-L-samples casual version of the optimal PTFB will be composed of FIR filters with common linear phase. The proof is beyond the scope of this paper.
where a('), 1 = 1, * , N , denotes the vector obtained by a cyclic shift of the components of the vector 8, i.e., 62') = 6(i+l)modN. The interpretation of (7a)- (7f) is that the individual filters specifications are translated versions of a prototype specification, the composite response spec-
ifications are invariant under frequency translation, and each one of the filters has the same contribution to the error measure E .
The WMMSE design of general filter banks with specified composite response has been presented in [ 11. Here we concentrate on the WMMSE CUDP, and as a conse-
B. The Equivalent Design Problem
Dejinition: A prototype translated filter bank (PTFB) is a filter bank with the property:
for some value of A and some frequency response of an FIR filter of length M , which is denoted by H, ( f ). Theorem I: Any CUDP has as least one optimal solution which is a PTFB. The proof is given in the Appendix.
Theorem 2: For CUDP of odd length ( L is an integer a) Solve the following prototype FIR filter design probvalue), the optimal PTFB is obtained as follows.
lem:
quence of theorem 2, obtain a simplified algorithm for the design of thc optimal (in the WMMSE sense) solution, which has the structure of a PTFB. The WMMSE CUDP is a filter bank design problem, for which (7a)-(7d) holds, and the L 2 norm is used, i.e., for any periodic function A ( f ) . ( 10) It is clear that this norm satisfies (7f). Therefore, applying theorem 2, the equivalent design problem for odd length WMMSE C,UDP is 
( 1 3 4 where a, E GM is the vector whose elements are the coefficients of the prototype filter. The elements of the positive definite Hermitian M X M matrix R, are
and the elements of d, E CM are
( 1 3 4
The elements of the
( 1 3 4 where The vector q E lGQ is a correction vector due to the composite response specification and is defined as
( 1 3 4 where the elements of the positive definite Hermitian Q X Q matrix R, are
and the elements of d, E (EQ are
Equations (13a)-(13g) describe the optimal prototype given K ( 7 ), and are the simplified version of (lo)- ( 15) (13) and (14) For typical values of N = 32, M = 256, and P = 1024 this algorithm is quite complex.
DEMBO AND MALAH: OPTIMAL UNIFORM FILTER BANKS
The min-max CUDP is a filter bank design problem, for which (7a)-(7d) hold, and the L, norm is used. Since this norm satisfies (7f), it follows from theorem 2 that for odd length min-max CUDP, the solution is a PTFB whose prototype filter is obtained by
I subject to
This equivalent design problem involves only M variables and 2P constraints, thus, the complexity of the design is reduced by at least a factor of N . The optimal prototype filter has real coefficients and linear phase provided that the conditions presented in Section I1 are fulfilled, and then additional reduction in the design complexity is possible.
There exists a solution of (15a)-(15b), which is obtained with equality in (15b) provided that q 2 q,, and the minimal composite response error q m is the solution of
The proof which is beyond the scope of this paper can be found in [16] .
The design of the optimal min-max prototype for q = q, (i.e., minimal composite response error) can thus be done in the following two steps: a) solve (1 6) to obtain q m and { b, 1 kQ= -LQ, b) substitute a,(d) = b,, and solve (15a) to complete the impulse response of the prototype filter.
Each one of these steps involves a linear programming solution of a constrained FIR digital filter design problem, similar to the one presented in [ 101. For the particular case of a flat composite response (Le., Dc( f ) = l ) , the unique solution of (16) is b, = 1 / N 6 ( m ) , with q m = 0. Thus, the optimal prototype for a.spec$edflat composite response with zero tolerance is essentially a Nyquist filter that is designed as suggested in [ 101. The linear ever, for values of M , which are several hundreds, this approach becomes impractical.
Note: For flat composite response, the unique solution of (16) is independent of A . Thus, A, which is the center frequency of the Nth filter, does not affect the -optimal prototype design, nor the performance of the resulted PTFB. Therefore, in the next section (which is devoted to the design for flat composite response specification), and the examples therein, we ignore this parameter.
V. APPROXIMATE OPTIMAL WINDOW DESIGN A. Derivation of the Approximate Optimal Window
The following theorem (which is proven in the Appendix) relates the solution for an important subclass of these min-max CUDP with the well-known window method for the design of FIR filter banks (cf. [SI).
Theorem 3 Let the approximate optimal window (AOW) denote the sequence with minimal value of 8,. We therefore expect the error of the PTFB designed using the AOW sequence to be within a factor of two from the minimal error. Combining (20b) and (21) 
with I @( 6 ) I defined by (22b). The expression above results from the analog of (20b) , a l , -al, -* , -aM/2) be the coefficients of this filter, then the desired window sequence is given by wk = n ( k -i ) -ak, k = 1, a -e , M / 2 .
2) For a general (nonuniform) filter bank design problem with specified flat composite response, the AOW can be defined in a similar manner, where the weight function I @( 6) I given in (22b) is properly changed. The AOW results in an approximation to the optimal filter bank among those designed by the window method. Therefore, it usually leads to a superior performance as compared to conventional window sequences. However, for nonuniform filter banks, the AOW design is not necessarily an approximation to the optimal (in the min-max sense)Jilter bank. For this reason we concentrated on CUDP, although the AOW may be useful in the more general case as well.
A

B. Design Examples
We compare the design using the AOW sequence to the optimal min-max prototype via the design example 1 in [lo]. This example corresponds to CUDP with 8 FIR filters, each one of them has 39 taps. The passband of the prototype isf E [0, 0.106251, whereas its stopband is f E Fig. 9(b) with w = 1 1. The optimal min-max prototype has a passband ripple of 0.35 dB, and stopband attenuation of 33 dB. The AOW design results in a passband ripple of 0.43 dB and stopband attenuation of 32 dB. Thus, the degradation due to the suboptimally of the AOW design is very s,mall. Similar results have been obtained for other design examples. For longer filters (typically above 100 taps), the optimal min-max design is too complex. Thus, we compare the design using the AOW sequence to various suboptimal methods, namely, the conventional window method in [8] using the Kaiser window (denoted by KW), the suboptimal min-max design of [12] (denoted by TMX), and the unspecified composite, response design in [4] (denoted by DMX). The comparison is via a typical CUDP. Since TMX is applicable only to odd length filters, we consider a bank of N = 16 filters, having each an impulse response of length M = 123 samples. A flat composite response is specified, i.e., D, ( f ) = 1, and the desired prototype frequency response is that of an ideal LPF of bandwidth & (i.e., Do( f ) = 1 for I f I 5 & and zero elsewhere). All, four design methods are applied to design a PTFB. For these specifications KW, AOW, and TMX guarantee a flat composite response ( 6 , = 0). The prototype weight function is
The transition bandwidth is F, -Fp A q. For KW, DMX, and TMX ( F , + Fp ) / 2 = & , whereas for the AOW ( F , + F,) / 2 is optimally set according to [ 113. Table I summarizes the performance obtained for three typical values of W = 1, 10, 50. As expected, the DMX design has the smallest passband ripple, and largest stopband attenuation. However, it results in a poor composite response, with a ripple of up to 8.73 dB for W = ,50. For W = 1 all four methods results in a similar performance, whereas for W >> 1 the AOW is certainly preferred on TMX and KW. Since TMX is applicable only for ( N -1 ) I W I 1 [12], it is not used for W = 50. Figs. 1-4 illustrate the shape of the response of the prototype filter which results in the DMX, TMX, KW, and AOW de- signs, respectively, for W = 10. In Fig. 1 , the composite response of the DMX filter bank is also illustrated. It is obvious in Fig. 2 that the low stopband attenuation of the TMX results due to the spurious peaks in the frequency bands around & + m/16. m = 1, -* e . , 14. If these bands are excluded from the stopband by proper change of I W, ( f ) 1, similar performance to the AOW is achieved. Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate the shape of the filters designed using KW and AOW, respectively. Note that the AOW results in a nearly equiripple response.
VI. REAL WMMSE UNIFORM FILTER BANKS In many applications, real outputs are desired while preserving the efficient implementation of the PTFB. This is done by adding together the proper pair of outputs of the PTFB. The following result is an immediate consequence of (9). Lemma I : Adding pairs of outputs of a PTFB with a real prototype filter having a zero-phase response results in a real filter bank if and only if A
Two different structures of real filter banks can thus be obtained from the same real prototype filter. The first one [denoted as structure ( A ) ] corresponds to A = 0 with the ith and ( N -i )th outputs being added, yielding rlv + 1 / 2 1 real filters; whereas in the second structure Both structures are not suitable for a CUDP but rather for a real uniform design problem (RUDP) in which (7b), (7d), (7e), and (7f) hold, whereas (7a) is replaced by (25)- (29) have to be slightly modified. However, this modification complicates the presentation and therefore is omitted here.
-* * , for structure ( B ) , and Ci = 1 except for Co = CN g 0.5. (26) are determined by the structure used in combining pairs of outputs of the PTFB. In general, the optimal solution of the RUDP does not possess the property implied by (26). Thus, unlike the CUDP case, in general, any PTFB provides only a suboptimal solution of the RUDP. However, one can impose (26) as part of the design specifications to guarantee an efficient implementation via a PTFB. In this context, the question of finding the optimal prototypefilter arises naturally. We concentrate, therefore, on the optimal (in the WMMSE sense) solution of the RUDP subject to the constraint imposed by (26), with the Euclidean norm used as 1) )I p For this case, the composite response specification imposed on the prototype filter is given by (1 lb) as in the WMMSE CUDP (with A = 0), whereas the overall error [which is obtained by substituting (26), (25), and (10) in (2), (3), and (5)] is, for structure ( A ) , and for structure ( B ) , where e & is the overall error of the WMMSE CUDP given in (1 la), and $N is the following correction term:
where the "superbar" denotes complex conjugation. Due to the existence of a nonzero correction term $ N , E : and e: differ from the overall error of the WMMSE CUDP. Thus, the optimal prototype for the constrained WMMSE RUDP is diflerent from the optimal prototype for the WMMSE CUDP. Furthermore, for an even number of fil-'W, ( f ) is periodic with a period of l , and in that context we interpret the word "elsewhere."
ters, the optimal prototype for structure ( A ) is not the optimal prototype for structure ( B ) . For optimization purposes, the correction term GN is rewritten as the following quadratic form:
where $ , is a constant (independent of u o ) , and the ele- 
Therefore, the design of the optimal prototype for the constrained WMMSE RUDP is via (13a)-(13g) with R, and do being replaced by the following expressions, respectively:
for N even and structure ( A )
The issue of design complexity is similar to the CUDP case, and was already discussed in Section 111.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Three new algorithms for solving a class of filter bank design problems denoted as complex uniform design problems (CUDP) are presented. They are based on the existence of an optimal solution which is a prototype translated filter bank (PTFB). This important existence theorem (Theorem 1) results in an equivalent design problem with reduced complexity.
The first algorithm is a simplified version of the general WMMSE design method presented in [ 11, and it typically reduces the complexity of the design by two orders of magnitudes.
The second algorithm is for min-max CUDP. It is based on linear programming (Section IV) of reduced dimen-sionality, and also accommodates tolerance specifications on the composite response. For the particularly important case of a flat composite response specification with zero tolerance value, this algorithm is further simplified and coincides with the Nyquist filter design method of [lo].
Nevertheless, the need to use linear programming techniques practically sets a limit on the length of the filters, due to the high design complexity. To overcome this obstacle, the relationship between an important subclass of CUDP and the window method for FIR filter design is pointed out. It is shown that the optimal PTFB for flat composite response specification with zero tolerance value can be obtained by the window method provided that an optimal window is used. An approximate optimal window (AOW) is derived following the analysis of [ l l ] and [15], and its design by the Remez exchange algorithm using an available program [4] is presented. The third algorithm is based on the AOW sequence. It is a suboptimal algorithm for min-max CUDP, but it results in a PTFB which is only slightly degraded with respect to the optimal solution, and this design method is of reduced complexity. Thus, it is suitable for CUDP with relatively long FIR filters (typically several hundred taps). Furthermore, for nonuniform filter banks, the AOW sequence is expected to lead to superior designs over the conventional window method.
The outputs of a PTFB are complex valued signals, and what is commonly done when real valued outputs are desired is the addition of proper pairs of outputs of the PTFB yielding a real filter bank ( cf. [3] ). Unlike the CUDP for which there always exists a solution which is a PTFB, imposing this filter bank structure usually results in a suboptimal solution for the corresponding real uniform design problem (RUDP). However, for applications in which this structure is imposed as part of the design specifications, the (simplified) design of the optimal (in the WMMSE sense) prototype filter is presented. It is shown that this optimal protorype Jilter differs from the solution of the WMMSE CUDP.
Although the design of Nth band filters, Nyquist filters, or partial response filters [lo], [12] are not in the scope of this paper, we point out that the equivalence between these problems and the CUDP enables the use of the three new algorithms for the design of these filters as well. , and the proof is completed.
Proof of Theorem 2: Equation (9) follows from the definition of the PTFB, and equation ( l ) , where { a o k } ; = -L are the coefficients of the prototype FIR filter with the frequency response H, ( f ). From (2), (3), (7a), (7c), and (7f) it follows that in any PTFB for a CUDP all the N components of 6 are equal. Thus, due to the "monotonicity" of 11 11 T , the optimal prototype minimizes each component of 6, i.e., it is the solution of (8a). Equation (8b) follows from the definition of the PTFB, Therefore, any PTFB with a flat composite response can be designed by the window method, provided that the proper window sequence is used (i.e., wk = aok/d,(k), k f 0 (mod N ), w, = 1 ). In particular, the optimal PTFB can be obtained in this manner by the window method.
